I n 1870, New Mexico's territorial governor, William A. Pile, wanted to use a room that housed Spanish, Mexican, and U.S. territorial archives in the historic Palace of the Governors in Santa Fe. Pile instructed the territorial librarian, Ira Bond, to clean out the room. Bond did this by selling the documents to local shopkeepers for wrapping paper, giving them to the prison, or tossing them out of a window. Bond's actions drew outrage in 1870, caused legal issues in the years that followed, and left modern researchers wondering what documents were lost. 1 Today, his actions seem extreme, but this was not the first or only time unique state history had been lost.
State documents that are deemed to be of long-term value must be organized, stored, made accessible, and the spaces housing these collections must be maintained. Changing technologies and limited space pose similar challenges with electronic materials. Over all of this hangs the constant threat of budget and administrative cuts by individuals with divergent goals.
What Should Be Kept?
State and local government materials are subject to retention schedules that determine the length of time a record should be kept, and if it must be destroyed. Montana's General Records Retention Schedules direct that materials of historical value be sent to the state archives. Sensitive records, such as patient medical files, must be shredded after ten years. Reports, budgets, and other documents intended to inform the public are sent to archives and libraries where they are evaluated for condition, and uniqueness, and to determine the best way to care for the materials. Preservation often starts with condition. Is it in a stable medium? Is it the only copy? What is the file format? Many state libraries have collections of images, cassettes, VHS tapes, or documents on acidic paper that are starting to crumble. These types of materials have a limited lifespan and there is little that can be done to stop the inevitable decay beyond digitization. Digitizing a document creates a surrogate version to preserve the content while also increasing the accessibility of the content.
Documents that are unique should be preserved. The more local the information is, then the less likely it is that any other institutions will have a copy. It is important to save internal reports, policies, records, and materials showing the work of an agency because those may be the only copies. If there is only one copy, it must be kept safe.
Saving Tangible Materials
One danger for historical, print documents like those lost in New Mexico is that they are often the only copy. Before technology made creating multiple copies easier, documents were written by hand or printed in limited numbers. A courthouse fire or a broken pipe could wipe out years of history. For this reason, it has been important for libraries to collect and disseminate copies. Depending on the state, agencies may be required to follow archival retention schedules for documents or send copies to their state library, where documents are then cataloged, organized, and properly stored.
State libraries with depository programs typically send document copies to designated collections and archives across their state. Spreading documents to geographically diverse locations provides access to users and reduces the likelihood of losing all copies to natural disasters. Libraries in a depository or distribution program are usually a mix of public and academic institutions that keep or discard materials based on the needs of their user communities.
Preservation requirements for paper documents involve keeping materials safe from moisture, insects, fires, administrators, and users. In 2013, a new court clerk in Franklin County, North Carolina, investigated the basement of the courthouse and started a very necessary cleaning project. The basement had been used to store broken furniture, old equipment, boxes of legislative documents, court records, photos, letters, financial records, and more dating back to the 1840s. The local historical society was engaged to inventory the material, but due to mold contamination, concern regarding confidential documents, and miscommunication, all of the records were sent to the local humane society and incinerated. 2 The historical society's treasure became the county's trash.
Users can also cause loss of materials. In June 2017, the Medford Mail Tribune reported that employees for an oil company removed materials relating to the Jordan Cove Energy Project from libraries along a proposed pipeline route. 3 At the Coos Bay Public Library, an oil employee had asked a librarian for permission to take documents provided by the company. The librarian asked that they wait for staff to pull materials from the collection, which included state and federal documents relating to the pipeline. Rather than wait for the company's materials to be identified the employee took everything, leaving five bare shelves.
The Digital Switch
The growth of digital content removes some pressure libraries concerned with space issues. The number of documents that only exist in an electronic format has increased sharply over the last fifteen years. Kristin Martin and Jan Regan's 2003 study, North Carolina State Government Information: Realities and Possibilities, found that 50 percent of North Carolina's state documents were born digital. 4 Jennifer Davison, head of content management and access at the State Library of North Carolina, estimates that the current born-digital content is nearly 95 percent of all public content. To preserve these materials, plans and policies must be in place for the collection, storage, and accessibility of electronic formats.
Collection
As agencies transition from paper to digital publications, many consider electronic versions exempt from existing policies requiring submission to library or archive programs. In some cases, the agency may believe their obligations to the public are met by having a document available on their website. Loss can be purely accidental as in 2007 when an error by a technical worker deleted 800,000 images from Alaska's Department of Revenue. According to a March 2007 Seattle Times article, three hundred boxes of deleted information had to be rescanned after it was found that all the backup measures to protect the digital files had failed. 6 This was a case where a large amount of content was lost and the error was reported by the media. It is nearly impossible to know how many times smaller amounts of content have been deleted.
Preservation
Once a library has captured born-digital content, or digitized print content to create digital surrogates, these files must be maintained. Digital documents have their own unique preservation requirements and challenges. Having files on a server is not enough. Modern technology changes at a much faster rate: think of old floppy disks, CD-ROMs, and VHS tapes. Magnetic tape lasts about 30 years, CDs last about ten, and the lifespan of digital materials is not known. Moreover, even if the information is available in a specific medium, the technology needed to access 7 Positions were lost and departments cut or consolidated, so the work of preservation falls to fewer hands. Physical items are less likely to be repaired or stored in a way to prevent further damage. If information technology personnel are lost, digital files may not be properly managed and programs to collect born-digital items may be halted.
In the summer of 2017, the state of Montana experienced a revenue shortfall resulting in significant budget cuts. For the state library, this amounted to over $666,000 for fiscal year 2017, and more the following year. The library lost a quarter of its staff. To help reduce the financial loss and continue to provide vital services, the state librarian made the difficult choice to discard a large, historic collection of federal documents in order to rent the space to another agency. Thankfully, however, most of the state documents are still accessible, as the extensive collection had already been digitized through a long-term project with the Internet Archive.
Modern-day libraries are unlikely to burn, but they may fade away as library workers are laid off and servers are not properly maintained. A legislator may decide that digital archives are not needed or have other uses for collection space. In a time when people assume that everything is online we lose more content each day. To prevent the loss of our local histories, state libraries, archives, and local governments must work together to develop solutions and plans to mitigate physical and financial disasters.
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